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itelligence UK | The Key Facts
Chelford
Contemporary
Blueprint
ITPerforms

38% Revenue Increase from 2014
421% Revenue Increase from 2010

250+

Revenue

£52M

£52M

£33M

£37M

(2015)
Locations

£26M

itelligence Western Europe

£21M

London
Birmingham
Glasgow

£10M

2010

2011

2012

Customers

500+

2013

2014

2015

Focus Topics
Digital Transformation

Cloud Solutions

Managed Services

Analytics & EPM

S/4 HANA, Hybris
Support, Hosting

C4C, ByD, SSF, C4A
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Employees

Bobj, BW, BPC
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History

itelligence Worldwide in Numbers
Development of Headcount

Employees

Founded

1989

Revenue
4702

+

4,700+

696.2 MEUR

4140

(2015)

3078
2765

+16,5% Revenue Growth

2251

Revenue per Region (2015)
2%

from 2007

1844

1%

1228

1431

1545

696

19%
216 220
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

272

342

407 457

557

2015

46%

Customers

5,500+

22%
Eastern Europe
USA

Asia
Other
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German-Speaking Europe
Western Europe

23 Countries
© 2016 itelligence

11%
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A Member of an Extensive International Network

As part of the NTT DATA Network we provide consistent global delivery, but
are flexible enough to meet the needs of large and small enterprises alike.

40+ countries
spanning
all continents

$1.5 billion

global SAP revenue

Ranked

#32

in Fortune Global 500
© 2016 itelligence

worldwide

Presence in
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9,000+
SAP experts
Over
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it.Finance – What is it?
Modular approach or a
single integrated solution
for financial processes
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With these solutions, your
organisation becomes more agile,
gaining organisational alignment,
visibility, and confidence to optimise
control and competitive advantage.
As a result, you can maximise
profitability, manage risk and
compliance, and optimise corporate
systems, people, and processes.
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Time to Implement
Save Time, Save Money
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Through the use of prepackaged content and delivery
methodologies, itelligence are
able to deliver fixed scope with
a fixed price, significantly lower
than a comparable project and
with reduced risk.
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it.Finance – What is it?
Modular approach to an integrated solution for Financial Processes

4

PROJECTS
Integrated planning to analyse
project revenues and costs, as
well as managing project
resources

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Capital planning to facilitate
reporting of commitments
against capital budgets.

it.Finance

7

3

4

6

5

SALES & REVENUE
Driver based forecasting of
volumes, revenues and costs,
based on daily activity trends .
.
STRATEGIC PLANNING
Long range planning, What If
analysis of mergers,
acquisitions and restructuring

6

7

8
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CONSOLIDATION & DISCLOSURE
IFRS compliant Financial
Consolidation & integrated
Regulatory Reporting solution
PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
Gain insight into ratios across
products, services, channels,
customers and regions

5

2

8
2

WORKFORCE PLANNING
Driver based headcount and
salary planning with automatic
oncost calculations.

1
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1

FINANCE PLANNING
P&L, Balance Sheet and Cash
Flow Forecasting including
Reporting & GL integration
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it.strategic planning – what’s it all about?
Ad-hoc
strategic planning

Long-range
planning

Simple, summary-level
chart of accounts
1.

1.

Interrelated profit and
loss, balance sheet, and
cash flow statements

Deal analysis
a)

2.

3.Configurable

driver-based 2.

planning and calculations
4.Capital

and liquidity
planning, financing options

b)

Scenario Analysis /
Planning

1.Company

Mergers, acquisitions,
and divestitures
New products and
new projects

a)
b)

Leveraging equity and
debt funding options
Change in ownership
structures

a)

What-if analysis

b)

Competitor analysis

2.Trend

Corporate restructuring

analysis

analysis

Key performance
indicators
a)
b)

Financial ratios

c)

Workforce needs

it.Strategic Planning
Optimize and monitor your company's long-term financial health

Business challenges

There is a solution

 Do you struggle with planning out the longterm financial health of your company?

• Model and measure the long-term financial
health of your company

 Do you need a model to plan out potential
new products, projects, acquisitions, and
divestitures?

• Keep track of an on-going financial model to
track profit and loss, balance sheet, and cash
flow for your company

 Do you need a modeling engine to plan out
your long-term capital spending, liquidity and
cash flow?

• Perform ad-hoc modeling and measure the
financial impact of one-time events or
proposals.
• Generate battleground KPIs and Financial
Ratios on the fly

Benefits for you
Business benefits

Measurable success
 Confidence in knowing the long-term financial
health of your business
 Flexibility to incorporate unique financial
events into the long-term financial plan
including:

 Debt/Equity Offering
 Mergers and Acquisitions
 Divestitures
 New initiatives (an example is: product
launch)
 A control mechanism for long-term capital
spending and staffing plans, including profit
and loss, balance sheet, and cash flow +
measure the financial impacts
 Synchronization between the long-term
strategic financial plan with annual budgets

 Increase in the return on investment (ROI) for a
company’s planning platform
 Decrease in the time and effort to assemble longterm strategic financial plans
 Decrease in the time and effort to implement a
strategic financial planning solution
 Works hand-in-hand with other SAP solution:
– SAP Financial Close and Disclosure Management

Business process scope covered
Long-range
planning

One-time
events

Driver-based
planning

Organizational
changes

New
product lines

Acquisitions

Capital planning /
Cash Flow
Planning

New projects

Ownership
changes
Capital
restructuring

Financial
impact
Internal rate of
return

Baseline
planning

Bond
rating
Key
performance
indicators

Mergers
Divestitures

Restatements

Variable
planning

Multiple scenario
analysis

Cash flow
Balance sheet
Profit and loss

The Strategic Financial Planning Process
Key process steps covered
 Enable profit and loss, balance
sheet, and cash flow planning
 Enable capital expense planning
 Enable new product, project,
and business-unit planning
 Enable driver-based planning
 Analyze key performance
indicators for both actual and
plan
 Model mergers, acquisitions,
and divestitures
 Measure impact of a change in
ownership structures
 Compare financial standing to
key competitors

Strategic Financial Planning

Strategic Planning
A Pre-configured SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (BPC) solution delivers a robust and secure
strategic planning model reducing the risk of spreadsheet errors and improving security with complete
data and user audit trails. Through the use of model linking functionality the strategic plan can be used
to cascade targets for bottom up planning subsequently integrating and streamlining the entire
planning process

 Solution Highlights

 Key Benefits



A model to track the long-term financial health of your
organization



Confidence in knowing the long-term financial health of your
business



A standardized strategic financial planning process, which
consists of driver-based planning inputs that lead to the
creation of an integrated set of key financial statements



Flexibility to incorporate unique financial events into the longterm financial plan including:

A setup for one-time financial scenarios, including mergers,
acquisitions, divestitures, and corporate restructuring.



Debt/Equity Offering



it.Finance



Mergers and Acquisitions

Strategic
Planning



Divestitures



New initiatives (an example is: product launch)



A control mechanism for long-term capital spending and staffing
plans, including profit and loss, balance sheet, and cash flow +
measure the financial impacts





A core financial planning modeling engine, where planners
see the impact from key inputs on profit and loss, the
balance sheet, and cash flow statements
A capability to track key performance indicators (KPIs), bond
rating, and competitor results in the same solution

Consolidation and Disclosure Solution
Pre-configured SAP Business Planning and Consolidation (BPC) and SAP Disclosure management
solution delivering an integrated end-to-end EPM Financial Close process in compliance with IFRS and
local GAAP standards. Leverages SAP’s Enterprise Performance Management platform to automate and
improve the financial close process with greater accuracy, control and transparency of the close cycle
from data collection and processing through to reporting and disclosure.

 Solution Highlights


Pre-built and integrated Financial Consolidation & regulatory
reporting models to aid compliance








 Key Benefits


Full support for GAAP to IFRS transition and pre-configured
consolidation rules and eliminations, calculations & workflow

Provides an auditable, compliant workflow reducing the time, risk
and cost associated with financial consolidation and the
production and approval of regulatory statements & disclosures



Standard reporting pack including automated cash flow
statement and consolidated Balance Sheet and I/S

Proven design incorporating best practice in financial
consolidations and internal controls with single source of the truth



Visual, intuitive and auditable way to manage financial and nonfinancial statement production



Pre-packaged, configurable content reduces implementation time
and cost & improves performance



Tight integration between multiple transactional and source
systems, SAP EPM and Microsoft Office

Provides audit trail, controls and validations in a secure,
auditable environment
Increase finance user adoption with a solution that uses
native Microsoft Office and Web browsers for all solutions
Flexible and extensible framework for extending the
solutions useful life with additional planning and reporting
modules available for integration

it.Finance
Consolidation
&Disclosures

Consolidation and Disclosure Solution
Business Process Flows seamlessly guide the Consolidation team through all month end activities under the
following headings:
•
•
•
•

Prepare for Consolidation
Collect Financial Information
Consolidate Financial Information
Report on Consolidated Data

The solution can also be integrated as standard with SAP ERP to bring through relevant master and transactional data prior to consolidation.
Pre-delivered business logic includes intercompany eliminations and adjustments, cash flow, and currency translation, while reporting
deliverables include SOCIE, Cash Flow, Income Statement, Balance Sheet, and the option to add Disclosure Management to produce your
statutory reports.

Itelligence Services Scope - Key deliverables
What does itelligence deliver?
 Installation check
 Initial scoping workshop to confirm your
requirements
 Project documents: Work Breakdown Structure
including a project schedule, test scripts, and scoping
questionnaire
 Knowledge transfer to key users on configured SAP
Planning and Consolidation solution
 Support for going live

What do you have to do?
 Provide the IT infrastructure (server)
 Install the required software versions on the
development, quality assurance, and production
environments
 Provide fixed contact people in the business and IT
departments
 Conduct end-user training and change management
 Perform performance and integration testing
 Conduct data migration and cleansing
 Transport to production

Itelligence EPM Services
A mixed team of qualified accountants and technologists with decades of project experience between
them allowing them to blend to each customers preferred approach and reduce the risk of project
failure and lack of user adoption

 What does itelligence do?

 What does the customer need to do?

 Install Software Development Environment

• Provide the IT infrastructure (server)
• Shadow itelligence installation on Development environment

 Shadow installation on Production Environment

• Install the required software versions on the production
environments

 Initial scoping workshop to confirm your requirements

• Provide fixed contact people in the business and IT departments

 Project documents: Work Breakdown Structure including a
project schedule, test scripts, and scoping questionnaire
 Knowledge transfer to key users on configured SAP Planning
and Consolidation solution
 Support for going live

• Conduct end-user training and change management

itelligence
EPM Services

• Perform performance and integration testing
• Conduct data migration and cleansing
• Transport to production
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Implementation Approach

DEPLOY

RUN



Project Preparation





Performance Testing



Kick-Off meeting



Solution handover



GAP Analysis workshop





Solution Definition

Solution Documentation
and configuration guide



Work Plan



End User training support



Go-Live support

1

Install and configure
it.Finance modules



Training of key users



Data & Master Data
Mapping and loads



Testing support



QA to Production

2

3
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DISCOVER
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Configuration rather than traditional Prep > Blueprint > Build > Test > Train > Go Live
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Project Team

Project manager
responsible for
solution delivery,
quality assurance,
advisory and key
contact with client

Solution
Consultant

Functional &
Technical
consultant
responsible for
solution
configuration &
Integration

Trainer

Training specialist
to provide solution
knowledge transfer
to key client
project resources
and advise on end
user training

Project
Manager

Manages client
team, tasks and
deliverables and
resources. Ensures
appropriate
communication
channels with
itelligence

Business
SME’s

Drives business
functionality in
workshops plus
responsible for
system
administration,
testing and end user
training

IT

Responsible for
data integration,
technical installs on
client machines,
server and
environment
maintenance
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Delivery
Manager

Customer
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PROJECT TEAM

itelligence
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Transition to Application Managed Support
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What is the Business Issue AMS Addresses
 Key Resource
Dependency
 How to manage cover:

 Holiday

 Sickness

7/1/2016
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 And hopefully never
needing to manage this:
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Value of Enhance & Optimization Efforts

Incident Prevention

Flexible Contract

Resources

Time to Value

From
Enhance /
Optimize
5%

Increased IT capacity that focuses
on Run and Optimize

Enhance /
Optimize
50-60%

Problem Management Incident
Prevention
Reduced resolution time
Commit + Pool of Hours
Easy adjustments +/Adapt to SAP skill changes

Ability to leverage same resources
for Run, Enhance and Optimize

Quicker time to engage resources
Lower Procurement costs

To

Run
95%

Run
40-50%
© 2015 itelligence

Business Value

Model that flexes over time to meet
changing IT and Business demands
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Flexible Delivery
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Questions…
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We make the most of SAP® solutions!
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Copyright itelligence AG - All rights reserved

No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the express permission of itelligence AG. The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by itelligence AG and its distributors contain proprietary software components of other software vendors. All product and service names mentioned and associated logos displayed are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained
in this document serves informational purposes only. National product specifications may vary.
The information in this document is proprietary to itelligence. This document is a preliminary version and not subject to your license agreement or any other agreement with itelligence. This document contains only intended strategies, developments and product functionalities and
is not intended to be binding upon itelligence to any particular course of business, product strategy, and/or development. itelligence assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this document. itelligence does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information,
text, graphics, links, or other items contained within this material. This document is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.
itelligence shall have no liability for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or consequential damages that may result from the use of these materials. This limitation shall not apply in cases of intent or gross negligence.
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The statutory liability for personal injury and defective products is not affected. itelligence has no control over the information that you may access through the use of hot links contained in these materials and does not endorse your use of third-party Web pages nor provide any
warranty whatsoever relating to third-party Web pages.

